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Thickets atween a walnut trees 

The explorer 
machete 

an undergrowth and dense 

a walnut trees are my own backyard 
send a green covered walnuts to the earth 
to make a sound 

an undergrowth 

there is a clearing wide enough for a picnic table 
wide enough for a tent 

where 
there can be no spying and the canopy 
green midday ambient 
allows no lighted sky 
green midday ambient 

a quiet shuffling of the leaves were a wind 

atween a forest for what a forest is called for 
atween a walnut trees 

a thickets a brambles and with thorns 
to say old nor 
for never having to have been excavated with a civics for thought 

the spanned life of a walnut tree 

perennial 

the spanned life of undergrowth 

deciduous 

and blossomed in spring 

the formidable 
a southerly stop in travel one end to another the forest 

and nearby another sorted forest 
inwhich 
nor other botanical species grounded among the trunks and 
occasional poison ivy I find 
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And the red flowers became blue and the red rose became violet 

And I had no name for the red flower 

because it were a walk and 

only a walk 

the creekbed empty of philosophy 

the sky empty of philosophy 

the path I was walking on 

and I had no name for the smell and 

continued 

to watch the bumbling bee upon the purple 

upon 

there is a name in a dictionary written 

in black and white 

describes a color wheel 

a pigment 

an oil 

a brushstroke 

I am impressed as well 

and to say a color wheel for a spectrum of smell 

[another sense to sight and sound] 

there were coffee 

there were cut grass 

there were winter a first exposure 

and now 

june is a smell 

it were a neighbor’s garden 

basil 

and parsley 

and dirt has a smell 
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Acclimatization of weather vanes and how they rust 

The wind blows 

and a lightning 

points a direction as 

a blowing leaf 

it is the rain for rust 

it is the time for rust 

were seasons 

snow 

rain 

settled sun for all day 

and squeak 

heard 

and again 

the oxidation of steel 

a redness 

given conditions 

yet upon 

points a direction as 

a bend in 

all of the grass 
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The axiology of alphabetics 

Were language agreeable for comparison 

o’s are round 

i’s have a dot 

z’s are angled 

I prefer g’s of the twenty six letters given a times font with rounded end 

æ’s are of what language characters 

[?] 
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He is a dentist 

A root canal and cleanings and 

a referral 

he is an oral surgeon 

a surgical implant post into my jaw 

local anaesthesia 

a long needle 

several times 

all about the drilled area 

that I feel nothing when 

the drill 

appropriately angled to consider my natural teeth nearby and 

filled with cadaverous bone pureed as a food processor 

to return in three weeks for 

the surgical steel post to be 

screwed into 

he is a dentist 

knew someone spoke on a phone 

within three weeks 

a near enamel appearing toothtop 

fedex-ed 
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Ink is black 

The white bleached paper 

pulp 

dried 

ream 

were five hundred 

wrapped 

and the watermark 

white cotton paper 

absorbs 

the doodle 

the penmanship 

and I do not smear ink writing left to write 
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Teaching skis 

Were pop-in bindings for into and out of regarding teaching four to twelve year old children 

nor tuned and 

an underside with chunks of ptex gone 

nor interest in tuning and 

were a stumps and rocks exposed in a lower latitude ski area 

a cause and 

the surface of the two hundred centimeter skis with stickers 
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CRESS FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE (SINCE 1869) 

a free lunch offer mailing in my us mailbox at vitense batting cage madison, wisconsin, tuesday, june 21, 2022 and 

afterlife for oneself and others 

number one 

a dead 

identified as dead 

burial practice 

among my culture 

the funeral and cremation service 

common 

priest 

mourners 

flowers 

lowered into 

the ground 

after 

covered with dirt 

a year and 

the grass looks the same 

and the plastic flowers 

to be replaced every year 

when the snow melts 
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CRESS FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE (SINCE 1869) 

a free lunch offer mailing in my us mailbox at vitense batting cage madison, wisconsin, tuesday, june 21, 2022 and 

afterlife for oneself and others 

number two 

all of the bones 

all of the skin 

the innards 

the hair 

I have not seen a body cremated 

I have seen an urn 

and were there a pyre 

and were there a modern process 

ash 
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CRESS FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE (SINCE 1869) 

a free lunch offer mailing in my us mailbox at vitense batting cage madison, wisconsin, tuesday, june 21, 2022 and 

afterlife for oneself and others 

number three 

natural burial natural cemetery 

cotton shroud wrap 

about a naked body 

were there a chosen place 

the big tree near the big tree 

with morning light 
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The ascription of schism 

To recognize another is following an exterior thought nor consistent with the recognizer and 

were an officiality to a relationship 

[then] 

and what authority were or were not recourse 

[eg excommunication] 

and to say another were best left to their eg thoughts 

were to say 

[eg it is for your own good] 
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Every author is authoritative after their first book 

Having selected the title 
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Tomorrow’s bicycle ride 

Sunrise I expect 

first downhill 

dirt trail fifty five miles 

Hotel and shower 

room service 

Go to the nearby cathedral where a bishop is interred 

And sunrise 

return 
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Poetics 

On the verbal expression of thoughts is 

an interpretation and 

the distinction of that which is valued for 

not every thought presented is poetic and 

to ask what is valued in the expression of thought 

I have a broad interpretation of poetry 

to ask what is valued  in the expression of thought 

were to the presenter and to the audience 

meaningful 

nor conversational though a monologic presentation which 

is or is not received as presented 

in regards to a broad idea of poetry I include 

folklore 

free verse poetry 

shall I include philosophy 

shall I include the written presentation of research 

mention aristotle mention saint thomas aquinas 

value of verbal presentation atween a presenter and an audience 

and what form only ie verbal presentation and what form eg written is poetic a poetry published pre nineteen hundred 

as published as written nor otherwise to consider 

were bakhtin to mention _art and answerability_ the capsule of a completed poetic presentation is answerable only as 

poetic presentation 
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Vocation 

Were catholic canon were ones desirable way of social existence ie carpenter teacher doctor writer social service 

avocation I interpret 

the vocationalist on weekends 

say ritual 

say teleology 

and what brings a vocationalist to vocation 

on the ordination of those as priests nuns were diploma certification to the teacher eg 

and the instruments of vocation itself upon ordination diploma certificate the pen the chalice the reflex hammer the 

chalk the pencil the saw the toolbox 

ones life work 

were retrospect 

ambition is a question of experience were exposure 

and what age is a vocation called a vocation to 

and having seen the products of ones efforts ten years beyond 
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The pathos of monetary economy 

That a representative exchange represent value 

andwhen 

an items in regard to currency exchange were value 

eg the dollar bill for a soda 

were to the customer to hold the dollar bill to actingly acknowledge the soda were value nor the dollar bill 
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On the varieties of wines 

Regarding transubstantiation 

a grape is grown in an environment inwhich 

the climate 

the soil 

the seed 

that which is blown including pollen including smog 

rainfall 

carlo rossi was an a table behind the altar visible by the door inwhich a priest enters and exits the room to robe before 

mass 

carlo rossi one gallon of cabernet sauvignon at a grocery store is fifteen dollars u s currency 

transubstantiation is the priestly act of turning wine into blood to be celebrated at a catholic mass 

carlo rossi also sells chardonnay chardonnet 

carlo rossi also sells merlot which is a mixed grape variety of wine 

carlo rossi also sells another white wine 

[napa valley if I am not mistaken though the gallon jug is twenty feet away] 

barefoot wine 

[california] [ 

a poet wine 

to be offered 

a splash 

having brought a plastic cup of my own with 

remaindered ice 
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To sit among old things 

To sit among old ideas 

at first history 

[moment] 

[I have to meet someone 
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The neighbor 

And silent 

walks her dog 

the other neighbor as well and 

the other neighbor 

[hello] 

[the same unheard hello as exiting the area] [a neighborly wave] 

[if they are looking] 

I have a sunflower plant 

the packet says twelve feet tall from seed 

presently three feet tall [conversational] 

there were a field of sunflowers eight feet tall the size of a cornfield in door county [conversational] 

and little league with salt [not so conversational though why I have sunflower seeds in a drawer] 

the neighbor shooed an hawk 

spreads birdseed on the ground nor the birdfeeder and 

the deers late at night 

I watch the filled birdfeeders for the varieties and 

the squirrels which hang upside down for the seed 

the neighbor who picks up her morning paper in her bathrobe exposed cleavage 

looks around nor realizing a neighbor’s glance 

closes the door 

every morning 
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Near the limbo babies 

The edge of the cemetery 

nor forgotten and 

remembered in last name were a last name etched upon 

the stone 

a date 

were a sided place for the unbaptized nor 

ring around and 

across the dirt road from 

an eldered deceased 

a recent ages of eighteen fifty five 

a recent ages of two thousand fifteen 

the wind 

expected of a cemetery and 

a planted shrubs grown too large 

a ring around oneself nor 

cement nor 

material 

is an headstone 

and the gauze burial in soil 

can it be said otherwise 

a ring around oneself 

and cremation 

can it be said otherwise 

 the limbo baby 

 three days into life and 

 remains 

 near the family plot 
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the study of god is not faith itself 
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Veritas 

gravitas 

civitas 

Were aspects of culture 

habitus [biological culture] 

consider maslow 

eventual language 

self actualization 

individualism 

were people exterior to nature 

and the force of nature when 

thunder 

and to consider the sky 

[then] 
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On running for office 

And a body of voters 

whether the office as representation of constituents 

whether the office to establish a specific targeted effort 

the credibility of an idea of officeholding is dependent upon the idea and optimism of winning an 

election 

uponwhich 

a key to an office and 

the privilege of representation 

the privilege of moral ness 

the privilege of introducing legislation 

the privilege of frequent catered lunches 

campaign teleology is and is not mentioned 

the rally of distinction from an incumbent 

the rally of positive change 

the rally of a crumbling society 

what can be done 

the rally of the representative as representative of [you] [voters] 

[because] 

[I] [too] [live in your neighborhood] 

[and some of the sidewalks have become risen and cracked in the middle and are easy to trip over] 

[I enjoy a nice walk on sundays] 

on running for office 

were fifty five thousand dollars per year for a coroner’s office attractive 

were the prestige of a senator only smoker’s lounge at the u s capitol attractive 

were there good old girls guys boys babies dogs guinea pigs good old athletes too and bad ones too at the school board 

meetings worthy of befriending in a best curricular sense of the word because second and fourth tuesdays are good for 

me I would only be watching netflix anyway 

to own a soapbox though a milk crate is more durable to stand upon 

and the portable p a system with the shoulder strap 

whether folk exists without acoustic music 

indeed 

say americana 

the wooden dolls of woodrow wilson era painted and eisenhower buttons 

and cotton dresses conversation since 
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The medical procedure 

Inwhich 

the haired mole 

red about the edges 

a general anaesthetic approach applied 

an hour after 

a gauze bandage about a lower leg and 

were the mole-ee to know 

the dermatological surgeon had 

a pocket knife 

recently sharpened 

the shape of a spoon to carve 

an half inch of skin away in a gentle whorl 

while 

the paperclothed sidelaying patient 

slept 

dreaming 

I would imagine 

the dermatological surgeon is no empath and could not imagine 

either 

whether a dream exists 

and the anaesthesiologist 

the appearance of 

the generally anaesthetized 

whether they dream or not 

and the nurse 

and the nurse 

and the nurse 

the appearance of 

the generally anaesthetized 

when the dermatological surgeon has a tools in hand already 

and the nurse 

a time to gaze at the anaesthetized 

for extended periods 
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Like water 

Were sambuca as a lake 

not to move 

viscous 

about a fire having fished during the day 

said italy is anise were anise 

and cool at night the desert 

barefeet in the sand 

cool 

sweatshirt 

like 

chairs and silence and stars 

the fire 

pop on occasion 

for brought wood pine 

a plastic cup a pour of sambuca 

some 

and anise 

greece 

say ouzo the mediterranean 

the consistency of water 

a different symbolic forms on the bottle 

a different alphabet on the bottle 
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On the ingredients of stone soup 

A chosen stone 

radishes 

carrots 

chicken eggs 

blue gill 

water 

as much water as necessary to feed an invited guests 
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Were love a commodity 

Were education a commodity 

Were heraldry a commodity 

Were the spectation of a parade a commodity 
I would bring a lawn chair and 
the ticket 

Were culture a commodity 
there would be admission fees at museums 

Were government a commodity 
there would be bartering and or currency and or ballots 

Were salad a commodity 
there would be gardens 

and nails 
Were thoreau to say otherwise 

Were the seasons 
I require 

Were interest 
I am not convinced 
though today as yesterday’s span 

and the commodity of emergency 
and the commodity of security 

Were love a commodity 
I cannot answer 

Were peace a commodity 
I cannot answer 
and to say were there a war 

Were nature a commodity 
were to ask of nature 

Were love a commodity 
and the idea of love 
were the idea of love a commodity 
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Cerebrospinal fluid is not snot 

And what drained from the cadaver 

having been sawed 

the coroner for 

the medical student 

with pre permission of course 

did not attract entemologics 

nor was intended 

to remove airborne particles in regards to 

respiration 

the central nervous system does not ooze cerebrospinal fluid to the coccyx either 
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Material vernacular 

What quaint flower box 

upon your home with 

the wooden cutout 

beneath every window 

‘hello 

‘I notice your quaint flower box 

‘with a wooden cutout 

‘beneath every window 

‘are those zinnias [question 

and yours as well I notice your 

quaint flower box 

with wooden cutout beneath every window 

must be tulips 

‘hello 

‘I never had a big wheel 

‘tell your mother I like your quaint flower box 

‘with wooden cutout 

‘beneath every window 

‘I like daisies 

and the corner home 

what quaint flower box upon 

with wooden cutout 

beneath every window with 

daisies 
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Cerebrospinal fluid is still not snot 

And what I inhale through my nostrils 

were it dust 

were it a small entemological organism 

And were a nasal cold to cause 

nasal excretion 

there is no cure to the common cold 

cerebrospinal fluid is still not snot 

snot may be clear 

snot may be bloody 

snot may be green 

cerebrospinal fluid is still not snot 

there 

there 

[reader] 
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Righto cheerio 

Telephone goodbye 
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Toy boat 

I have never owned a toy boat 

with an electric motor 

with remote control when 

there are no waves 

to chase the ducks 

from a lawn chair 

nor the neighbor’s ark never left his driveway 

and the sailboat I understand 

a principles of tacking and 

wind 

a sunny day 

low in the single sail fiberglass rowboatish bottom 

holding the steerer 

the rudder in 

as long as I feel like 

sailing 

with igloo cooler near 
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If I knew who discovered zero I might ask what there was before 

 from: Lakeshore in Half Light [last three lines]  W S Merwin 

I discovered zero when 

a plus and minus tables were introduced in an elementary classroom 

having realized one 

the importance of zero is 

<negative> 

because of infinity 

nor three dimensional until calculus 

and geometry makes sense 

that zero exists may be a question of pragmatism 

including linear graphing 

what there was before zero 

were I to consider a non number as pragmatically introduced 

in consideration of material 

in consideration of mathematics 

were there an interest to fill a void 

were there a recognition of absence of what previously existed 

an expectation 

a metaphor 

and without application say 

a plus and minus tables 

what is more certain than mathematics is my own question 

and I do not know absence 

and have contained absence however 

bottled absence 

called it something 
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Eight corners in a room 

Regardless the dimensions and 

where the door 

were there a window 

I do not know 

and where the spider 
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Southeast asia 

Were thailand cambodia vietnam 

hmong 

is that a country 

I have basil near my tomato plant am told will deter entemological species 

and pineapple 

short to the ground 

with strawberries with blueberries 

in the morning 

waiting 

and humid today for 

red curry 

with peanut sauce I had originally considered as mutually exclusive 

a local place 

vietnamese on the window halong bay thailand 

the script 

the menu and in english 

carryout 
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Anamnesis 

Were there a previous existence 

I do not recall 

nor the experience I am present 

having been 

conceived 

of chariots 

of mud buildings near water 

there was still love I am certain 

I have read history books and say 

myself in history 

myself in invented history with 

flying animals and 

that which is not understood 

a glowing light at night’s darkness 

a story upon 

thus 

I do not recall for certain 

and say differently in tomorrow night’s dream which 

may or may not be clouds as 

georgia o’keefe’s 

may or may not be a frozen lake and I am upon and 

warm in wool and leather boots 

may or may not be biblical 

may or may not be that which goes by qualification 
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The salient 

The cement beneath my feet is salient and I can drive upon the cement beneath my feet 

recycling is salient 

and the machines which power my lights 

sight is salient I see 

the garden yesterday’s and 

today’s a mite grown 

the sunflower is salient 

and when the rain I say 

the rainbow is salient and I cannot prove the rainbow is salient 

and were pleasure salient I say 

yes and may not say 

what is common 

the prairie the housefly the firefly the pinecone the color of the sky the color of the sky imagined above a fog the sound 

of a creek the sanddollar the vine the cornice the avalanche the sound of an avalanche the lily pad the lotus the 

nightcrawler beneath soil the planted corn the walnut in its green skin 

the salient taste of beets and with no spice 

the pin prick upon a finger 

the salient idea of authority 

the salient idea of community the salient idea of society the salient idea of language the salient idea of alphabetic 

prosody 

the salient idea of mischief 

the salient wine 

the salient element what is in mud where the creek does stop [and a pollywog] 
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On tradition’s establishment 

Were signatorial and framed 

a chambers maintained 

were hello in an hallways and 

doors ajar 

each their own key 
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The best kind of widow is the widow of the poet  [Alison Joseph, 2022] 
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Lexicon 

Epistemological aesthetic-ism 

and no one knew 

seemed to have a smile though when 

I saw him atween starbucks and the library 
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The novel 

Is three hundred pages 

one idea 

one story 

published 

john steinbeck’s travels with charley is a novel I have read 

don quixote is a novel by miguel de cervantes I have read one third of 

rocinante is don quixote’s horse 

rocinante is john steinbeck’s truck with camper 
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It breaks up the monotony 

To sit in the gallery at the city council meeting 

I had eaten dinner 

bologna and peanut butter and some yogurt lying around 

applesauce 

lemonade in an orange juice glass 

I had finished my laundry 

brought in the trash cans from the curb 

robert’s rules of order 

the alderpeople the mayor presides at the bench in chartreuse or fuschia [rgb color 255 212 121] [question] 

signatorial authority is 

a vote 

working wage may or may not be related to federal minimum wage 

yea nay 

city engineers city planning master plan far off plan and prorated every ten years and annually 

the thing about public records 

the thing about school clocks in city council chambers 

the sidewalks with cracks 

streetlights are solar 

the thing about democracy is not only do I have free will, -everyone has free will which can be a slowness to process 

and baseball diamonds at parks 

and clean water 

and are there any other questions on item four 

seeing no objection we are adjourned [gavel] 
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Evening walk near the square 

Diners and outdoors 
tables sunglasses waiters 
late shadows a sound 
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Art theory 

Art defined 

art appreciated 

aesthetics 

were the reception of sense information 

were the process of opinion 

were the presentation of opinion 

I like religious art 
I like the halos of the third century 
I like the saints 
I like indigenous art and design 
I like folklore 
I like poetry 
I like novels 
I like the interior of chapels 
I like the ritual of mass 
I like the sharing of communion during mass 
I like children’s book illustrations 
I like particular aesthetics of kitchen silverware and flatware 
I like wine on occasion 
I like fireplaces 
I like instrumental music 
I like pottery wine glasses 
I like art glass 
I like large paintings 
I like flower gardens 
I like libraries and walking among library shelves 
I like the quiet of libraries 
I like fine writing instruments 
I appreciate calligraphy 

intentional art and the frames of intentional art 

and a curiosity to a particular work of art as drawn from generations and cultural influence 

eg a quilt 
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What is oppressive 

Hegel is oppressive 

thesis antithesis 

synthesis 

nor acknowledges that which exists apart socially 

on the oppressive of what 
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On the heteroglossics of monologic conversation 

Said the writer 

in the first paragraph 

of the novel 

two sides to the classroom 
facing each other 
the student stood 
the student opposite stood listening 
the subject 
relevance 
respond 
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The ship 

The generic were mentioned in one esthetic anthology 

art 

therefrom were a tugboat a battleship a container ship a yacht 

were the artist regarding a categorical consideration of art 

preponderation is a word mentioned by maritain 

the sailing ship 

the artist 

and the style nor significance in a theory of art 

and the generic ship is destroyed by the artist in eg painting the sailing ship ie no longer a generic preponderation and 

[real] 

art is reality to maritain as mentions maritain 

an interpretation of art as reality in consideration of a generic preponderation is to say art is social 

art is framed 

were there a generic to each selected subject as reality art is framed 

a frame upon what first arrives as eg beauty is no preponderation 

a museum goer eg may consider other relations of comparison which may or may not have been a thought of 

the original creation of the framed art 

_art as experience_ john dewey a social perspective of experience of one’s own 

and maritain 

nature were exterior to art as reality 

a theory of nature as art 

with or without man 

is to say beauty is to say aesthetics is to say appreciation and without generic 
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Nightshade family 

With the red silk atop 

the paper shade luminesce 

ambient and 

a candle 

a taxonomy of the nightshade family includes tobacco and 

eggplant and 

milkweed I cannot say though 

the monarchs 
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Because there is no election today 

I will go bicycling 

nor mention my own nonelection 
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The cat laid upon the table 

As I typed 

a poem 

 the cat laid upon the table 

 the back door open 

 the cat laid upon the dining room table 
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Planet news without media 

I can say the clouds casual and drifted from the west as weather 

I can ornithologically narrate an oriole 

I can ornithologically narrate six turkeys all female 

I can mention today’s traffic toward the brisket restaurant without bread 

I can mention the sound of the air conditioner 

and a book recently completed were published in new york city 

no earthquakes to report in wisconsin 

no hurricanes in the florida area 

no mudslides to report 

fewer web building spiders this year 

no farmers growing sunflowers this year that I am aware of my own potted sunflower is seven feet tall nor flower top 
yet 

a county fair with livestock and 4h and carnival rides and creme puffs 

I can say looks like rain 

I can imagine the planet and the news of the planet beyond an horizons 

I can say the dams are holding and believe the dams are holding 

I can say fuel for my vehicle and the cost of fuel for my vehicle 

and where does fuel come from is not an interest of mine though the cost of milk at the same gas station 

language is still 

preponderation is the concept: subject 

to imagine subject is and is not to imagine object actual 

and the varieties of subject which are not presently classified like 

object within context 
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Darkening sky crickets hollow birds 

Afore the wash of water the gutters and 
near silence but for the crickets 

darkening sky and 
humid 
the season still and head high corn with and without tassels 

I imagine 
a look from a straw hatted man standing within 
a walk into and back out again 

afore the storm 
the crickets were they crickets or cicadas I say crickets like night crickets 
and without wind 

the reason for rain 
I have always known existed 

the rain will last three hours the middle third will be hard rain and the clouds will subside and the rain will fade and the 
color will be ambient and there will be a rainbow after which a second rainbow will be visible though one will need to 
look closely for the second rainbow and the streets will still be wet and the water from the hills draining on the sides of 
roads will subside and the smell will be ambient as well and less humid 

and the hollow birds for the absence of forest sounds before the storm 
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I require no reason 

Subversion and an acknowledgment of other 

subversion and there were no other 

were there government 

were there no consideration of government 

education is subversive 

inherently 

and the teacher 

teaches 

what others do or do not know 

may or may not notice 

the silence of happening 

I require no reason 

to wade 

in a river 

swim in the same 

I require no reason to expect 

and to say subversion exists that I am no part of may be 

a watch of my own 

for what becomes upon a germ of invention for what becomes upon a germ having been introduced 

education is subversive 

and the young couple brought their child in the stroller to the parade of interest 

I have never carried a picket sign 

I am far more subversive than carrying a picket sign 

I require no reason 
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The cantor is playing air piano 

…as the pianist plays the piano 

and moves her arms about 

and the pianist reading sheet music 
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If you then who are wicked giving good gifts 

[Through] their children 

[to] their children 

[through] their children were wickedry sent 

[to] their children were a wicked’s want for their child 

wicked people have children 

give their children good gifts meaningfully 

perhaps a longitudinal study on the efficacy of good gifts having been given 
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Errands 

I ran to canada 

to [get] and 

back again 

there was a lighthouse on the way 

a pile of salt 

to sleep by and 

a chapel 

a gift shop nearby with a finger rosary and 

a bookstore eventual with 

bakhtin 

heteroglossia 

monologic 

it was a bottle of rye in sault saint marie 

near where I left a dry cleaned dress shirt 

mistakenly 

the plaid kind 
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On the virtue of portable starbucks 

The small can of espresso some milk 

on the virtue of the portability of poetry as art 

were a pocket 

were a writing instrument 

nor easel 
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On the conceptual instruments of religion 

Numbers 

on the conceptual applications of instruments of religion 

symbolic forms 

sacred art including the cross 

mass 

religious art eg the stations of the cross presented differently at different catholic churches as two dimensional and two 
dimensional relief art were fourteen stations consistent and traditional in presentation contemporary in presentation 

bread is nutritive bread is communal 

bread is ritual 

and transubstantiation blood 

the easter bonnet the christmas tree 

the candle near the altar the candle 
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Were the acolyte were the journeyman were the vocation 

And the candle lit 

the homiletics about value 
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Heirloom bible 

Heirloom 

upon a shelf rested for dust and time 

again 

is age and leatherbound and were 

a newer copy for literating for study for reference 

another shelf 

and the heirloom an onioned paper 

and with no copyright date 

comprehensive and 

gold cross upon the leather cover 

ornate 

gold leaf the pages’ edge invisible the shelved bible from the spine 

eighteen hundred and twenty eight 

the oldest family name handwritten 

seventeen seventy three 

the oldest nonbiblical time reference as no copyright date 
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Nor paths of sainthood ascribed 

Mentions free will 
what is interest 

and the question of essentialism 
and responsibility 

were maslow to write of 
an hierarchy of needs 

to agree 
were food 
were shelter 
were self actualization 

and a variants to recognize what is 
important and missing 

in others 

and what is important in others 
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Taxonomy of individualism 

Topographic 
 teleology conquest recreation flagplanting 

literary 
 teleology school of thought 

hunter fisher gatherer 
 teleology foodsource 
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Limns 

The portraits 

were the same model 

painted 

poemed 

sculpted 
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Criticism 

And the reception of interest 

were affection 

I do not overlook among 

a words of criticism 

a pastel 

colors 

and sharp lined to say edge 

the critical nature of affection is and is no question 
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Thral 

For want 

and the faceless in 

appearance 

and with socks and clothing and 

destinations 

genders 

words for peace 

there were a poet mentioned thraldom 

were an historian mentioned hegemony 

and the way as seen by others 

civilization is no stop and 

is no control called efficiency 

nor invent nature for having seen a broader nature including itself 

I cannot disagree and 

social control among that which has no center 

is not my frame and 

tomorrow what will I ask 

[ken] 

is not removed said continues  nor silent and 

empire 

to say social nature and the physical structures of social nature are nature and among nature is 

to say property is 

to say authority and what authority has no bounds for 

were a frame to  consider a frame 
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The perils of preparing for blue gill fishing from a pier on a nice day in july and a few clouds in the sky and eighty one 

degrees fahrenheit 

And the poison ivy 

from when I had my shovel in the wooded area digging for nightcrawlers 

it was a week after to itch upon my knees and thighs 

and I did not find nightcrawlers in any case 

so 

it were salmon eggs nor met my quota for stone soup with ten bluegill exactly with boiled eggs radishes carrots and a 

stone of course locally picked from the ground a particularly smoothe variety 

a cane pole bamboo with fishing line tied to the end only takes a while and 

an hook small enough and 

an unnecessary bobber 

the stringer 

so it were two attempts at fishing from a pier after all the nightcrawler the salmon eggs and a bait shop for 

nightcrawlers though waxworm maggots though redworms 

the stringer 

a bucket instead for 

ten bluegill of which two may be sunfish two may be bass two may be crappie a perch and shaped differently 

I have a cutting board 

nor the fishknife 

a folding knife a blade long enough to gut the caught fish for 

a ziploc bag 

a pot for 

fish friday 
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Joba the quonset hut 

Never seen 

rumored to be large and 

slow moving 

a rounded top 

an echoed stereo voice near a sound and telling 

that which was present 

what is important 

in the interest of importance such as 

acquisition 

were a pile of gold 

were seven years of grain 

were petroleum 

[then] 

and the stake in the earth connected to the chain connected to the attractive woman in 

the bikini 

near 

the mud domicile and 

the boat on the trailer without air in the tires 

joba 

is said 

dried in place 

after the bikini woman removed the stake from the earth and 

walked barefooted to 

the nearest civilization 

to have her chain removed 

the end 
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Several schools of thought on the concept of cultural pluralism 

Each are administrative inherently in their idea 

the anthropologist were 

an anthropologist 

multiculturalism is one of several schools of thought on the concept of cultural pluralism 

polyman 

polypoepled poepling 

polycitied municipal 

were it daniel webster noah webster to mention 

anthropology 

conceptually phonetically etymologically etiologically wherefrom 

poly origined 

multi architected 

supradenominated inhabitants geopolitical subdivided by school district and roof farm typology 

the multitudinous containing having been brought or having brought themselves 

and an exterior groups to recognize [consider] 

anthropology 

and were an anthropology to bring a teacher 

education were to an individual 

the administration of cultural pluralism should not exist; -including by word in the dictionary 
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Genera 

The river the grass and 

the tree the season the bird 

and the time of day 
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Speaking slower than sound 

Is often misunderstood 

shall I repeat myself 

a forty five rpm on thirty three rpm or is it thirty three rpm on forty five rpm 

sound is audible at seven hundred something miles per hour 

mach one and is 

vibratory 

there is smoke in the air which causes rain 

the sound of a raindrop into 

a puddle 

and to say enlightenment or 

the eventual rainbow is a good one 

so slow 

a goodness 

may or may not be heard 
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The existents are axiologizing again 

Is near election 

a subtle empty campaign community center 

security guards at the metal detectors 

a candidate were elected 

were the barbershops 

were a meetings at a mailboxes neighbor to neighbor 

were televised 

were a matter of decision when a candidates were introduced 

were a matter of noninterest 

a candidate were elected upon 

majority of 

voters 

having voted 

of one million voters were ten to vote of which six voted for the candidate 
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The exigencies are axiologizing again 

Let me tell you a thing about urgency 

by the way I prefer iced tea in the afternoon 

about urgency 

biscotti [question] 

is that a chevy [question] 

[crunch] 

I have been getting up early all of my life 

at age thirty five I started saying _I am an early bird_ 

I shower 

I am out the door 

[crunch] 

what do you think about urgency [question] 

there is something that requires attention 

I must write something down 

good to chat 

I will leave a tip on the table 
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The student who lectured for sixteen weeks in professor carl rogers’ class without noticing professor carl rogers in the 

second row of the classroom and the ten other students who may or may not have paid attention to the lecturer 

The subject of a lecture is very important and 

the social environment is very important and 

the classroom environment is very important 

behind the lectern upon the table both of his hands upon 

the thing about psychology is not social psychology and whether to look within or to observe others [in many ways] 

[and] [with and without permission] to hermeneutically draw a summative approach to a conversation originally and 

upon such an handshake and ongoing hermeneutics for from a behavioral observational distance a vocabulary a subject 

a conversational interest cannot be certainly summised and an ongoing interest is a learning of another individual in a 

one on one conversational way in which future encounters may begin upon such foundations and an introduction of 

oneself as ongoing within the same social encounter one on one may begin with one’s own appearance to the other and 

perhaps an handshake and conversation inwhich one presents themself appropriately per their own understanding of 

appropriateness with the person face to face mentioning verbally and nonverbally by way of smile and gesture their 

own desired interest inwhich the individual speaking presents their own subject and or their own hermeneutics of an 

existing subject in conversation 

the thing about psychology in regards to behaviorism is an ethical perspective to observation as well as in a 

consideration of teaching inwhich positive reinforcement is readily applied with regards to kindergarten through twelfth 

grade and whether an appropriate behavioral reinforcement is offered and whether were an appropriate behavioral 

reinforcement acknowledged by the eg seventh grade english student reading george orwell originally and whether the 

same student were to decline the reinforcement and what becomes of a consideration of a new positive reinforcement 

for the same student given a new lesson that the outcome of the lesson be in the student’s interest 

why reinforce that which is not in the student’s interest in regards to a lesson or otherwise 

the thing about psychology and the classroom is a teacher stands in front 

and sixteen weeks 

and the ten other students who may or may not have paid attention to the lecturer may have listened 

what I understand of carl rogers is he was an esteemed professor of psychology considered an humanist earned his 

academic credentials from teachers’ college columbia university in the nineteen fifties 
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Eunoia by christian bök the shortest word to contain all five vowels each of five chapters contain only one vowel a e i o 

u and took seven years to write 

The shortest word in french to contain all five vowels is oiseau meaning ‘bird’ 

and pleasing to the ear 

the symphony chimes the symphony triangle 

only the symphony chimes 

the silent audience of five thousand and how quiet 

I could stand next to the symphony chimes 

and still 

only the symphony chimes 

nor insulting 

only the symphony chime 

the single chime 

and the tympany drummer 

watches 

the percussionist with the single chime 

and the winds 

and the horns 

and the strings 

wait a turn 

euphony 
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On the social and asocial euphorics of polynesia 

Were a woman to lift freshwater from a creek with her hands and avoid getting her skirt wet 

what euphoria the place 

echoes 

the sound of water toward and 

the canopy nor 

wind 

to be alone in a forest and to know that one is alone 
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No catching the sixty four year old woman on the motorscooter 

I will wait until she is sixty five and senile 
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Who has died recently 

Because the cars are loud 

the conceptual landfill is once again full and time to start another 

were a social gathering with a gallon jug of carlo rossi [sp] inwhich 

_spatio_ 

was invented at one speaking to another to say 

the bottle will fall from the table if not moved in due time 

the associated fingerpoint whether noticed or not by the intended receiver of the mention of _spatio_ as whispered may 

or may not equally mean the carlo rossi [sp] is alright 

a pile of spatios may or may not be degregative thus 

on occasion 

spatios and like concepts are put to the conceptual landfill and 

recalled at eg high school reunions 

where they go is no newspaper article worthy mention that they be gone is or is not important and 

where they go is 

elsewhere including a humor once associated with oneself now may or may not associate itself with exterior geopolitics 

including an associated sense of having known ie spatio for having experienced spatio as well elsewhere including the 

very high school one attended eg twenty years prior now mentioning spatio in its own way 

to regard at age eg fifty five one has no modern mention of experience among fifty five year olds is to have no concept 

to trash at age sixty 

were someone to have died recently such as the pope and only pope I am aware of 

the nudge doctor may or may not have mentioned on cnn 

in a way understood and colloquial I would not disregard 
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On the seven continents of the world from what I learned in elementary school 

Six are inhabited and antarctica 

most are in the northern hemisphere the winter olympics most frequently in the northern hemisphere may be reason 

there are plate techtonics in which seismic activity caused my molton lava so many miles underground cause the seven 

continents to drift 

were there once one giant continent as if to look at a map they seem to fit together had they not drifted pangea may or 

may not be a common geologic name given to the single continent theory before drift were drift to have occurred from 

a single continent 

there is an international dateline in relation to a latitudinal consideration of twenty four hours in a day in which the 

americas exist in the west and asia exists in the east 

the americas are south america and north america two continents 

in spain madrid I walked by a building that was an ambassadorial building related to a social relation with the americas 

spain is in europe which is connected to asia ofwhich I am unclear of a techtonic plate 

australia has a very old indigenous group in an arid climate 

the equator is lower to the south in africa than I had originally considered and mediterranean africa is diverse and 

interests me in relation to the mediterranean ie israel italy greece spain ethiopia casablanca and candles that hang from 

ceilings and mosques with and without chapels middle africa with animals and the cape of shipping inwhich ships had 

to go the long way around and not far from antarctica 

snow is ten million years old in antarctica and base camps are required 

I believe techtonic plates will continue to drift in the next ten billion years until a molton core cools 
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Signs hit with golf clubs 

Signs hit with bullets 

a yellow parking sign a golf club one loud clank two am nor other sound around 

a country road intersection stop sign and bullet holes riddled 

I have never installed a realtor’s for sale sign in front of someone else’s property 

and the vienna beef pushcart vendor though storefront with door will be opening soon with chicago dogs I expect 
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On the imagineable virtue of tugboats in snowy weather 

The radio cb 
silent 
a moving water and closed door heat the cabin the intensity of the captain’s gaze upon rough water 
ten miles is a distance and I have seen imagineable films of fishing vessels in such waters though 
the tugboat 
and there is a boat away with lesser engine and drifting 
slow move putter smoke 
the radio cb 
silent 
snow in the air nor visible land like an ocean 
tugboats tug ropes push pull vessels into and out of harbors large engines large propellers as large as the largest vessel 
entering and exiting the harbor 
tugboat operators go home at night when the scheduled marina vessels have come and gone 
them with corporate containers filled with that which is put onto trains then semis then taken to sears and walmart for 
sale unloaded by them as well 
the tugboat sends off and 
the special call of the weather and the drifting ship with global positioning system is 
a direct course to the ship floating without cause of its own captain 
and the tugboat 
the captain with and without the pipe and wooden leg on either leg through the front window gaze nor movement 
right hand throttle constant 
captain hat 
estimating 
the radio cb 
silent 
snow in the air 
in a month a frozen surface will be cut by the ice cutter reopen naturally in march on schedule 

the imagineable virtue of tugboats 
generally speaking 
is their cuteness to watch from a bridge afar 

the imagineable virtue of snowy weather 
generally speaking is 
aesthetic 
something a lattered people converse for having experienced otherwise 
snow serves no purpose as 
the darker half of the year inwhich an other hemisphere is summered and farming 
a shorter days 
a frozen lake surfaces 

radio cb 
silent 
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Intuition logic two types of knowledge one allows for preference 

Free syllable haiku 

the draw of the sky 

a color said from afore 

say blue today to agree 

your company 

and were the grass a yard taller 

a month previous 

nor interest a rain for 

tomorrow 

but for the sky 
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On the incubation of spiders 

For not to kill the eight legged spider walking across the table 

with my attention 

it is small and I have seen none with webs in the corners of my rooms to catch 

gnats 

and I do not squish them outright though 

in the shower 

I squish them 

I wrap the living in toilet paper and flush them down the toilet 

the cobwebs from last year 

exist 

and a wandering spider continues 

the open door is pleasant 

when a rain 

is how 

they 

find their way 
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Operative poetry 

Nor operant poetry 

a metaphor is a metaphor 

the metaphor is tall and full of leaves said the boy named metaphor and 

the boy climbed the tallest metaphor 

gathered a pine cone 

climbed back down the metaphor 
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Teleology and policy frames 

A teleological interest 

a question of resources 

regarding an interestees of what interest 

the open space a bared area one city block 

open soil 

grass and a park bench 

a picnic table 

until 

a teleological interest including 

an electrical box for 

a concert 

a thought should require 

no city ordinance 

a policy frame is a land area 

a policy frame is city ordinance approval 

a policy frame is a period of time such as a one hour time period appropriated by the school district of an english class 

for a senior high school english teacher to present a lesson 

value including us currency is exchanged in teleological completion 

land set aside and improved to teleological ends is open to the public eg were the improved land park a city park 
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Ingredients require form for ideality 

That which is included without object though with intent is not receptible to that which receives the ingredients 

the representative value of the summative representation as objectified exist as separate as ingredients and without 

cohesion 

an object such as an impression to an audience inwhich a presentation is positively received assumes an entity of parts 

it is not an added frame to a completed painting which cohedes the painting rather the painting is coheded by the 

painter and is masterpieced prior to the wall considered frame of the painting and the novel is completed and 

masterpieced prior to editorial and publishing ends 

the ingredients for presentation require a form along a path to the work’s completion with naturesque impressionism or 

novel in mind by the artist for ideality 

were it the final completed form to be considered ideality or the ideality inwhich the artist underlies as thought 

throughout the work’s completion 

and the audience 

ideality is what is presented 

ideality in the single objectified work of art is considered with regard to taste and 

the critic to consider in regards to the artist’s style 
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Were there underground rivers 

I do not know 

and the darkness 

with torches and ferries and ferrymen with torches from their hands and robes and pushing their boats with single oars 

from the back of their boats and there are no waves and the rivers move to where 

the opposite side of the river I do not know though a bank as silent as from a start and 

no one talks in any language 

a ceiling is too distant 

back and forth 

the ferryman 

and with fuel for torches for travelers and without travelers 

on time 

back and forth like mythology 
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Different color rivers 

The havasupai clear as calcium the colorado muddy 

and for an entering of the havasupai a twenty feet in width 

confluence 

the rolling colorado absorbs 

the clarity of the havasupai in one hundred feet of muddied turbulent river 

them both the same muddied after unto 

the pacific ocean eventual 
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Whether accountants are prone to geometry-ism 

In a linear way that 

counting is geometric and the numbers upon 

an ibm technology calculator are 

arranged spatially arranged in theory accordance with 

qwerty-ism though uniquely accountant-ism that 

7 8 9 

4 5 6 

1 2 3 

and linear-ism is geometric and 

two dimensional by the way as is 

writing and reading and I am not writing of writing and reading 

presently 

yes 

accountants are prone to geometry-ism 
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I intuit 

I know that I intuit 

she intuits 

I would imagine and cannot be certain however 

she intuits 

I seem to agree with her attire and 

her organic fibers 

I seem to take pleasure in her idea of food supply 

I seem to correct her pseudo introduction of value 

I seem to like 

as well 

I intuit a widening sundown unto summer’s begin and 

the smell of rain to start is only 

nature 

I intuit 

idea 

I intuit 

the idea of idea say philosophy say philosophy’s application 

I intuit 

I establish 

I intuit 

I watch a potted sunflower grow from seed to ten feet tall and with flower west at sundown 

I intuit what is already intuited perhaps reason thus simple 

I intuit 
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Salt lotion 

She was attractive and blond whether natural 

she accepted u s currency for 

salt lotion 

on topical spirits 

on euphoria 

on soft skin 

provided immediate hydration and comfort 

salt lotion 

laboratory manufactured under 

health department license 

made in israel controlled by a research institution europe 

dead sea mud to combat wrinkles and 

sun damage 

one hundred and twenty five milliliters 
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On social invention 

on paradigmatic theory 

on the archaeology of paradigms 

on genius 

on the loneliness of genius as a divine 

on perplexity 

on the invention of perplexity 

on school boards 

on substitute teachers who burp out loud 

on student teaching 

on the trademark of invention 

on natural copyright whether the library of congress has a copy or not 

on patent and the use of another’s engine within their invention 

on the ownership of software having purchased software 

on whether software is material culture 

on the degradation of print media kept at libraries 

on the temporal nature of a lit candle having lit a six hour candle knowing the expected manufacturer’s expectation of a 

lit candle’s duration 

on the pottery barn thirty five hour candle lit for fifty five hours 

on consumer’s research 

on social invention to improve an existing or to invent 

on social invention a battery powered candle provides no heat 

on social invention were napa valley traveled through when to introduce the bottle of cabernet sauvignon ten years after 
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I reckon on occasion 

And see 

the lightbulb on the floor is 

meaningless 
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Naturalism and idealism are complementary 

Applied idealism 

pragmatics the snow blown from the bay only 

appreciated 

the choice of a home partially sheltered by trees and 

summer view 

the floating dock 

sundown to by canoe with 

wollersheim wine 
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Cemetery synaesthetics 

There is no grass upon the newly buried nor 

headstone 

to  name 

and the importance of the full moon and 

the greeting of the shovel holding undertaker midnight 

driving through with 

high beams 

slow nor stopping for the unbaptized 

and were it the clouds 

cause 
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The manual typewriter club meets tuesdays 

Five pm 

the gymnasium of john muir elementary school 

decaffeinated coffee will be offered a sliding scale of zero to 

bring your typewriter 

there are twelve outlets in the gymnasium for those not yet in the spirit of manual typewriting 

the tables do not wobble 

the school district says the manual typewriter club may use the gymnasium until nine pm 

the parking lot is paved 

restrooms are available 

a social environment a literary environment a productive environment 

no meetings election tuesdays 
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Church blue art glass nor stained glass 

The circular church were it a cathedral 

contemporary and 

atween mass were 

quiet 

dust nor light and 

visible the blue art glass squares about the perimeter 

the ceiling wall 

an hazed blue light 

ambient 

_ 

exterior 

the berlin wall that remained with 

graffiti 
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Postural environmental meditation including facial meditation 

The levitated spirit for 
the horizon 

not one for indian style sitting 

the medicine ball 
nor antique though 
leather as for 
position 

the yoga timer will chime in 
twenty minutes 

and the expulsion of ideas 

the monologic idea 
the lithicism idea 
that neoplatonic idealism is an idea as platonic and originally as that neoplatonic idealism is expelled and 
pilots are expelled 
fuel sources are expelled 
winter is expelled 
summer is expelled 
seeds are expelled 
time is expelled 
the neighborhood as social environment is expelled though I hear the vehicles and expel an idea of acknowledgment 
and the birds I do not acknowledge 
and the air conditioner 
and history I expel 
and to say philosophy to expel history I too have memorized what is important and expel 
a shelves I expel and 
thoughts of errands I require I expel 
the sustainability of nature the thought of the sustainability of nature I expel 
obligation I expel 
the expulsion of modernity 
the transference of one modernity to another modernity I expel 
I expel teachers including myself for what I am interested in 
and were currency a worth I say each are not defined and I yet expel each 
darkness I expel with my eyes closed 
darkness I expel with my eyes open 
I expel uncle remus I expel uncle remus-ism I expel 
I expel authors 
I expel publishers with authors I expel publishers without authors I expel writing instruments 
I expel quantity and the virtues of quantity 
the expulsion of metaphor 
the expulsion of candor 
the expulsion of want 
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Feel every bump in the road 

Bicycle tires full inflation 

nor rolling resistance 

a granular pebbles a patch 

a seasoned road with occasional lateral pavement decay as cracks 

the hardness of inflated tires on the shoulder where there are small inverted speed bumps at twenty feet distances 

and when there is no texture atween a road and a tires 

no rolling resistance 

eighty pounds per square inch mentioned on the sidewall of my tires maximum air pressure 

will accept eighty five 

with regards to rolling resistance 
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On a cessation of social law when one sleeps 

And there is no memory 

nor a body 

nor to say breath and 

a dream of clouds were only 

to hear a first birds at 

sunrise 

and the day 
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[ ] underground 

[Root] underground 

the nominal capitalism and 

to explain aesthetics or to say preference and 

without reason 

the existential goes away mentions pathos 

I have a question I will hold for a moment in 

a manila folder 

I have another question 

of want 

the isolated community existing in 

the center of the city 

the quietness of the center of the city 

and at night the occasional car 

and the occasional rain for sound to open window 

is no redefinition and 

is a club nor identitied by those within 

the weather from great bodies still the ocean the wind brings and 

the seasons 

object 

subject 
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And the gerent unknown 

The conduction of importance nor to have considered parameters nor 

to have considered god nor 

to have considered the idea of god 

paternalism 

parentalism is word play to say language 

and the gerent unknown 

is and is not ralph waldo emerson’s oversoul by one name and 

others 

and to say the namer of names 

and to say the unknown 

and to say there are unique parameters for the same name were 

our consortium and unto 

consortia and 

tables only defining and 

the satisfied without question nor introduced to a question the allegorical unto 

certainty 

eventual 

say natural is qualified and will be qualified again 

say winter too 

time grows old as a concept as well and 

were the same [oversoul] as last generation 

no 

for nature is without me 
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Fromage 

Salty aged gruyere 

the edge of the cheese knife 

the dimensions two inches by one inch by one half inch from 

the uneven caved rectangular chunk 

once figured as a wheel 

with one’s fingers 

fromage 

and mozzarella balls in whey 
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Hospice k-12 

Were leukemia ontologic 
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